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Make Your Practice as Eclectic as You AreA beautiful and abundant source of magical
information, The Eclectic Witch's Book of Shadows is perfect for building your practice from the
ground up. This guide is modeled on a traditional Book of Shadows but designed with ample
writing and sketching space so you can personalize it in a myriad of ways. Popular author and
eclectic witch Deborah Blake shares her wisdom on many topics, including:Candle Magic •
Divination • Herbs • Stones • Magical Recipes • Rituals • Spells Gods and Goddesses •
Celebrations • CorrespondencesFeaturing color illustrations by well-known artist Mickie Mueller,
this must-have book makes it easy and fun to practice Witchcraft your way. Discover invocations,
create magical oils and charm bags, and work with a variety of tools like tarot cards, runes, and
poppets. Explore the power of scrying, dreams, and the elements. Learn the secrets of kitchen
witchery and sabbat feasts. Deborah Blake helps you turn this into your Book of Shadows—use
it to enjoy amazing experiences and discoveries in your Craft.



Deborah Blake is the author of over a dozen books on modern Witchcraft, including The Little
Book of Cat Magic and Everyday Witchcraft, as well as the acclaimed Everyday Witch Tarot and
Everyday Witch Oracle decks. She has also written three paranormal romance and urban
fantasy series for Berkley, and her new cozy mystery series launches with Furbidden Fatality in
2021. Deborah lives in a 130-year-old farmhouse in upstate New York with numerous cats who
supervise all her activities, both magical and mundane. She can be found
atdeborahblakeauthor.comLlewellyn PublicationsWoodbury, MinnesotaCopyright
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in the practice of their Craft. What these tools consist of can vary widely from witch to witch. For



some, the athame and the cauldron are vital, symbolizing the God and the Goddess and
practical for directing energy and either burning or heating things in respectively. For others, it
might be a wand, a staff, a broom, an assortment of crystals, or herbs or candles—maybe all of
the above. And why not? Anything that is useful and boosts your magical power is worth having;
if it is beautiful, that’s a bonus.The tools that mean something to us on a personal and emotional
level are also the ones that hold the most power. Whether it is a special pentacle necklace gifted
to you by a friend, that piece of rose quartz that called to you during a time when you needed its
calming aura, or even the simple athame you bought when you first realized you were a witch,
the tools that are the most deeply yours are the ones that mean the most. They personify your
magic, and over time and use, they become a part of you.There is no tool more personal than a
witch’s Book of Shadows. Sometimes called a grimoire, a Book of Shadows contains a witch’s
magical information and the knowledge she or he gains over years of practice. Not every witch
has one, and one Book of Shadows can look very different from another. As with everything else
in Witchcraft, there is no one “right way” to create one or use one, no matter what you might have
been told.Keep in mind that the name “Book of Shadows” is relatively new, almost certainly
originating with Gerald Gardner in the 1940s. The grimoire, or book of magic, however, goes
quite deep into history, although that particular name is European in origin. There have been
magical books dating back as far as the Library of Alexandria, the Greeks and Romans, the
ancient Jews, and the Gnostic sects of early Christianity. Certainly the possession of such a
book could have gotten you killed during the grim years of the witch hunts.Thankfully, these days
most of us can add a Book of Shadows to our collection of Witchcraft tools without fear of being
burned at the stake, although not everyone is going to leave theirs out where others can see it.
(Mine is old, but it definitely doesn’t date back to the Library of Alexandria!)In the early days of
Wicca, a coven usually had a main Book of Shadows, and new initiates were allowed to copy the
information it held into their own personal books, which they then added to as they pursued their
studies. They were sworn to secrecy, and the secrets of the coven’s magic were not to be shared
with outsiders.These days a coven might still have a group Book of Shadows, whether or not it is
a secret. My group Blue Moon Circle does, although it is a fairly simple collection of our rituals
along with some photos taken over the years (including vacations we took together), a copy of
“The Charge of the Goddess,” and the names of each member who has been a part of Blue
Moon Circle written on the inside front cover. It is as much a record of our journey together as it
is a book of magic, and it brings back amazing memories whenever I look at it.It is not, however,
a deep dark secret, nor (I hate to admit it) very well organized. It doesn’t have beautiful hand-
drawn illustrations because my artistic skills are, shall we say, rudimentary at best. And it isn’t
even written out by hand because my handwriting is so appalling, we’d never be able to read it
later. So I type up the spells and rituals—sometimes using a pretty font, so that must count for
something, right?—and tape them into the book. We’re modern eclectic witches, people. We do
whatever works!For the most part, a Book of Shadows is created and used by an individual
witch. Traditionally, such books were always supposed to be handwritten. It was thought that



writing out the spells and information in your own handwriting gave them more power. Does it?
Perhaps, and certainly if you have the time, the inclination, and decent penmanship, that’s a
great way to go. But with the increased use of computers, not to mention the publication of
books like the one you are currently holding in your hands, it has become more common to
either type out your lists and spells and recipes or else use a book written by someone else.This
book is meant to take the place of a Book of Shadows you have to start from scratch, although
there are plenty of blank pages so you can add your own notes as you follow the journey that is
your life in the Craft. I called it The Eclectic Witch’s Book of Shadows because that is how I think
of myself: as a witch who uses bits of this and that to make up my own personal Witchcraft
journey. Whether you are a Wiccan, an eclectic witch, or anything in between, I hope that you will
find this Book of Shadows useful, entertaining, and, of course, magical.How to Use This BookAs
with any of my books, and all magical tools really, the answer to this question is “whichever way
works best for you.” There is no one right approach to practicing Witchcraft, and therefore no one
right way to use a Book of Shadows. For those who are new to the Craft, it might be helpful to
start at the beginning and work through the book in order, learning as you go. Those who have
been practicing for some time may wish to simply jump from section to section, using whichever
bit is the most helpful for whatever magical workings you are doing at the time.For instance, if
you are experimenting with magical herbs, you might go to that section and see what information
I have to share—but you don’t need to stop there. Once you start doing work of your own, you
can add notes on what worked or didn’t, which herbs you were most drawn to, and so on. You
can simply use the book as-is, of course, but you also have the opportunity to truly make this into
your own Book of Shadows by writing down the results of your personal magical practice. Hint: if
you use a journal page for a spell or a note, you can write what it was on the dotted line in the
table of contents.Which stones seem the most effective for prosperity or healing? Are there
spells that seem to work for you every time? Which gods and goddesses do you connect to
most, and why? This is your Book of Shadows. Use it for exploration, for learning, for practice, or
just to read out of general interest—there is no right or wrong way, simply what works for
you.Feel free to write and draw on the pages, too![contents]HerbsHerbs are one of the most
valuable tools in a witch’s bag of tricks. Luckily, most of them are also inexpensive and easy to
find. Even the exotic-sounding “eye of newt” was just another name for mustard seed, which
might already be in your kitchen cupboard. Ceremonial magicians may use mandrake root, but
most of us witches are just as well served by rosemary and lavender.In fact, many of the herbs
and plants used in magical work are multipurpose and also can be used for healing and cooking,
among other things. This makes mixing magic and the mundane easy, since you can add a bit of
herbal magic to your meal, cup of tea, or bath.Our witchy predecessors were often herbalists
and healers who either grew or foraged for many of their magical ingredients. Their skill was
valued by those who knew they could be relied upon for help with matters of the body, heart, or
spirit, and this knowledge was sometimes passed down through families or by
apprenticeship.Back in those days, much of the learning was probably taught by example, but



sometimes information was shared through grimoires or even simple household books that were
probably filled with drawings of the herbs and prized methods for charms, potions, and recipes.
They may not have called themselves witches, but they were Pagans who lived on and valued
the land, and that’s good enough for me.These days, witches are more likely to be self-taught,
unless they have both the inclination to be part of a coven and the good fortune to be able to find
one nearby. The herbal knowledge in our own modern grimoires or Books of Shadows is
sometimes gleaned from books or trial and error or even (shhh…) the internet. But we still use
herbs as one of the core elements of a Witchcraft practice, and they are the perfect place to start
a Book of Shadows.Some of My Favorite Herbsand Their UsesKeep in mind that for magical
purposes, theword “herb” is used for pretty much any kind of plant, so that includes what we’d
normally consider to be an herb (like rosemary or thyme) as well as fruits, trees, shrubs, and
even so-called weeds like dandelion or burdock.Apple : Blossoms, fruit, and wood. Primarily
used for love and healing magic, although the wood makes a nice wand and the cider is a great
“ale” for cakes and ale at the end of a ritual, especially one that takes place in the fall. Apples are
particularly witchy because if you slice one crosswise, you will see the shape of a pentacle
inside. For simple love magic, try baking an apple pie and adding cinnamon, which is associated
with passion.Basil : Leaves. Used for love, protection, prosperity, and (theoretically) exorcism. (I
don’t have any experience with that last one, but you could certainly use it to try banishing
negative emotions.) Easily used in cooking, like my recipe for prosperity pesto (see page 234),
which I make with walnuts (fertility) instead of pine nuts. As a dried herb, basil also works well
when added to sachets or magical mixes.Calendula : Flowers. Also known as marigold. Often
used by herbalists for its healing properties but also grown by many folks as an ornamental. In
magic it can be used for healing, love, and to boost psychic abilities. I like to use the dried
flowers in healing sachets, although I also grow them in my garden just because they’re
pretty.Catnip : Leaves, flowers. Love, happiness, beauty, sleep, calm, connection with cats. While
more often associated with felines than with humans, catnip (which is a member of the prolific
mint family) has healing qualities for people as well. Magically, you can use it in sachets for
sleep, calm, and love, but be prepared to share them with your cats if you have any. It is also
useful in cat magic, especially a spell to find a familiar.Chamomile : Flowers. Peace, sleep, love,
prosperity, protection. This is one of my favorite herbs to use in sleep or calming sachets. It is
also a traditional healing tea that can be used for either of those purposes, so you can bless and
consecrate some chamomile on the night of the full moon and then drink it as a tea when you
need it.Cinnamon : Bark. Prosperity, success, passion, love, lust, healing, protection, power,
psychic ability, spirituality. Who would have thought that the simple cinnamon in your cupboard
would have so many magical uses? Cinnamon is especially useful in love and prosperity
mixtures and can easily be added to food. Actually a spice that comes from the inner bark of an
evergreen tree, cinnamon is usually found in its powdered form, but I like to use cinnamon sticks
(long chunks that haven’t been ground up) in charm bags, magical mixes, and even as a
miniature wand to stir the Yule wassail.Dill : Leaves, flowers, and seeds. Love, protection,



prosperity. Magical prosperity pickles? Sure, why not? Dill is a tall plant that is used both for its
delicate-looking thin green leaves and then, later in the season, the flowering heads filled with
seeds that are used to flavor pickles and other foods. It is easy to grow and can be used fresh or
dried. For a boost of prosperity,I toss the fresh herb in my salads in early summer and add it to
various magical mixes later in the year in its dried form.Eucalyptus : Leaves. Healing and
protection. Eucalyptus is a powerful healing herb, whether you are using the dried leaves or the
essential oil. It has a strong, pungent odor and can be quite powerful, so it is best used in small
amounts. The oil can be added to healing mixtures or the leaves placed in sachets or poppets
intended for healing use.Garlic : Bulb. Healing, protection. As anyone who has ever eaten it
knows, garlic is a strong-smelling herb that will chase away prospective dates and possibly
vampires. But in magical work, its protective properties will definitely work for your benefit. You
can use whole cloves in protection sachets or powdered dry garlic in spell mixtures. (I don’t
suggest putting those under your pillow, though.) It is also used for healing and can be added to
food if you are doing kitchen witchery. Magical chicken soup for a cold? You bet! Just remember
to focus on its healing potential as you use it.
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Relusien, “Every Witch Should Buy a Copy, even those considering Witchery. I preordered my
copy of “The Eclectic Witch's Book of Shadows: Witchy Wisdom at your Fingertips" by Deborah
Blake. It finally came yesterday. I have already read huge portions, and if you haven't ordered it
yet, you shouldn't wait another day. It seems to me that it would enrich the lives of all witches:
newbies and experienced, solitary and in covens, even those debating becoming witches.
Blake's style, as usual, is accessible and, from time to time, light and humorous.The book is so
well organized and rich: details on various herbs, stones (not your average rocks, but precious
and semi-precious stones and crystals), candles, recipes, divinations, and rituals. In the herb
section, for example, Deborah Blake shares nearly two dozen of her favorite herbs with details
on each, followed by a section on how to use herbs. She includes an ointment, herbs in the bath,
and how to dry herbs.In the section on stones, she includes the magical uses of her favorite
stones, inexpensive substitutes for pricier ones, and how to clean them. Among the witchy
Recipes (in their own section) are ones for magical oils and charm bags. The divination section
includes Rune Stones, Scrying (crystal ball or mirror), Pendulums, Dreams and Tarot Cards and
Oracle Cards (of which Blake has her own gorgeous and remarkably sensible set with Elisabeth
Alba creating the artwork)Gods and goddesses have their own section, as do rituals, spells,
quarter calls, etc. Check out The Elements, Home and Hearth, Crafts and Creativity, the
Spellcasting Checklist, as well as her few rules for casting spells. Imboolc, Beltane, Samhain
and other markers of the natural (pagan) calendar are included. You’ll also find really basic
spells. The recipes section at the back, separate from ritual recipes, is a gem."The Eclectic
Witch’s Book of Shadows" is enhanced by the way it's set up and the (equally) fabulous artwork
by Mickie Mueller. Her art relates to the text around it and is beautiful in itself.The book IS
INTENDED as a Book of Shadows, that is, a book for keeping a record of a witch’s own practice.
There’s lots of space for your (my) notations and your (my) own creations or notes on whatever
any individual witch has used from this generous selection.Five stars are not enough. So
impressive! I will treasure my copy.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful resource and guide. I love this book. It doesn't delve deep
into any topics because it covers a lot, but it's an amazing starting point for so many things. The
way that she talks about witchcraft resonates with me so much.”

Kitti, “A wonderful resource.. I have read and enjoyed all of the author's book to the point that I
just need to know a book is by her and I know I'll enjoy it. The author has always written as
though she's chatting with you over tea and she's very down to earth. This books gives
information of a variety of gemstones, herbs, and such; inexpensive alternatives for some of the
stones, candle working, a recipe for each holiday and the list goes on. There's room for
individuals to write their own preferences and experiences in it to make it their own Book of



Shadows. I one hundred percent recommend owning a copy.”

LunaraMangaFreak, “Excellent Beginner Book. Love this! It was a perfect book for starting my
witchcraft journey. It touches on a wide variety of topics and gives you enough cursory
knowledge to get started.Becoming a self taught witch is so intimidating because there is so
much to learn and a lot of reading to do, so I didn't know where to start. There are so many
subjects to cover..This book is as close to a "Witchcraft 101" course as you are likely to get,
unless you're lucky enough to join a coven. Honestly it's the first book I would hand to anyone
wanting to learn.”

Lydia Carroll, “Book. Very informative book. Great purchase”

Deb & Jeff S., “A Witch's Treasure. Thank you, Deborah Blake!”

Layla, “The eclectic book of shadows by Deborah Blake. This book is fantastic brilliant for any
beginner witches also useful for Intermediate witches it has spells rituals recipes crystal herb
candle information this book is definitely worth a read it could be good to outline how a book of
shadows looks like so you can write your own”

Amanda, “Gorgeous. I love this Book of Shadows. Beautifully illustrated throughout and full of
information regarding herbs, crystals, divination etc. really excellent witch’s companion and I
highly recommend.”

The book by Deborah Blake has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 260 people have provided feedback.
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